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a b s t r a c t
Automatic face recognition in the wild still suffers from low-quality, low resolution, noisy, and occluded
input images that can severely impact identiﬁcation accuracy. In this paper, we present a novel technique
to enhance the quality of such extreme low-resolution face images beyond the current state of the art.
We model the correlation between high and low resolution faces in a multi-resolution pyramid and show
that we can recover the original structure of an un-seen extreme low-resolution face image. By exploiting
domain knowledge of the structure of the input signal and using sparse recovery optimization algorithms,
we can recover a consistent sparse representation of the extreme low-resolution signal. The proposed
super-resolution method is robust to noise and face alignment, and can handle extreme low-resolution
faces up to 16x magniﬁcation factor with just 7 pixels between the eyes. Moreover, the formulation of
the proposed algorithm allows for simultaneous occlusion removal capability, a desirable property that
other super-resolution algorithms do not possess, to the best of our knowledge. Most importantly, we
show that our method generalizes on real-world low-quality surveillance images, showing the potentially
big impact this can have in a real-world scenario.
© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
During the 2013 Boston Marathon on April 15, two pressure
cooker bombs exploded at 2:49 p.m. EDT near the ﬁnish line,
killing 3 spectators and injuring 264 others. Shortly after, the FBI
personnel investigating the scene acquired footage of the explosion
[1] and the preceding events, including placement of the bombs,
from street surveillance cameras. However, due to the grainy, lowresolution (LR) quality of the images obtained, current commercial
face recognition software was unable to recognize the primary suspects involved in the bombing, and the authorities had to subsequently resort to crowdsourcing to obtain higher quality images of
the suspects from other sources such as cell phone photos. This
crowdsourcing resulted in higher resolution images on April 19,
which could have been processed by commercial face recognition
systems [2]. However, the initial low-resolution images (Fig. 1(a))
were unsuitable for this task. The incident highlighted the importance of image quality towards real-world face recognition and the
need for the development of algorithms to overcome the deterioration caused by unconstrained LR input footage.
Super-resolution (SR) refers to the resolution enhancement
of the visual information contained in a low-resolution image.
∗
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Low-resolution images are the result of how far the object of interest is from the camera, the speciﬁcations of the imaging sensor
(and its tolerance to noise and low-light sensitivity), and the quality of the optical lenses attached to the sensor (represented by the
modulation transfer function (MTF)). The widespread availability
of affordable digital imaging devices, such as cell phone cameras,
surveillance cameras, etc., comes as a result of the recent mass production and the shrinking in size of these devices. However, this
does not always translate into increased image quality, and typically the visual quality of footage obtained by these low-cost devices remains poor.
The holy grail of face recognition is to build a system that
can handle real-world data. This data emerges from surveillance
footage (as in the case of the Boston Marathon incident), or mobile devices used at a distance, where it is not only the viewpoint
that poses a challenge but also the low-resolution image. Even
though face recognition algorithms do not require megapixel images, having high-resolution (HR) texture information goes a long
way towards improving recognition performance [3]. Most algorithms can produce respectable results with image resolution as
low as 50 × 50 pixels [4]. The problem is that most faces in the
wild do not even meet these minimum size requirements. For instance, most surveillance cameras currently deployed consist of a
wide-angle lens (to capture as much of the scene as possible) coupled to a 720 p HD (1280 × 720) pixel sensor. A subject standing
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Boston Marathon bombing case. Finally, we conclude our work in
Section 6.
2. Related work
2.1. General image super-resolution

Fig. 1. (a) Surveillance image of the Boston Marathon bombing suspect, (b) zoom
and crop of (a) showing lack of visual details for recognition, (c) our superresolution of the same face displayed in a canonical format, (d) a high-resolution
image of the same suspect, (e) the same high-resolution image in the canonical
format for matching.

a few meters away will not reproduce a face with a signiﬁcant
number of pixels between the eyes, rendering it impossible even
for a human operator to identify. In one of the earlier studies on
this same topic, Bachmann [5] observes that there is an abrupt fall
in identiﬁcation eﬃciency by human operators when the faces become smaller than 24 × 18 pixels.
Super-resolution, which aims to reverse this last problem, is a
severely ill-posed problem, where the solution does not always exist, and when it exists, it is not unique and is very sensitive to
perturbation in the input. Despite years of active research, it still
remains an open challenge, particularly when trying to break the
4x magniﬁcation barrier in resolution. In this paper, we present a
simple yet novel technique to attempt to solve the low-resolution
problem. We rely on sparse feature recovery and a multi-resolution
face model to develop a single-image super-resolution (or face hallucination) technique. If we can achieve great results using single
image resolution, we can enhance this solution using a sequence
of images.
One important fact worth mentioning is that degradations such
as extremely low-resolution and facial occlusions usually come in a
bundle. To the best of our knowledge, the current state-of-the-art
super-resolution algorithms can not and do not deal with occlusion
removal. They usually rely on another occlusion removal module
should they choose to do so. Our proposed method, however, can
simultaneously deal with the super-resolution as well the occlusion removal tasks under the same framework, a very desirable
property that other super-resolution algorithms do not possess.
This multi-tasking capability is possible due to the formulation of
our algorithm that treats both super-resolution and occlusion removal as a missing data recovery challenge.
This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we ﬁrst brieﬂy
overview some of the classical approaches to face super-resolution.
In Section 3, we develop our novel sparsity-based approach towards face super-resolution, which involves learning a face model
based on a multi-resolution pyramid of faces. In Section 4, we
evaluate our method on synthetic low-resolution images (obtained
from downsampling the high-resolution images). We also show
that our method is inherently robust to noise by reformulating it
as a Bayesian approach. Next, we show that our super-resolution
algorithm has the occlusion removal capability, in a multi-task face
recovery experiment. In Section 5, we demonstrate the real-world
applicability of the technique by showing its effectiveness on the

Most single-image super-resolution techniques are limited because they are constrained by the number of available pixels. Early methods mostly relied on interpolation techniques,
such as nearest-neighbor, bilinear or cubic B-spline interpolation
[6] or convolution kernels [7]. Interpolation-based methods assume
global continuity and maintain smoothness constraints that often
produce results with blurred edges and textures which are essentially unusable in a face recognition framework. Edge-preserving
interpolation techniques have been proposed, such as adaptive
splines [8], and POCS (projection onto convex sets) interpolation
[9]. Interpolation techniques aware of edge information have also
been proposed. Nonlinear interpolation with edge ﬁtting [10] incorporates local edge ﬁtting to avoid interpolation across edges.
Huang et al. [11] introduce a self-exemplar based SR method by
searching recurring patterns within and across scales of the same
image. By further allowing aﬃne and projective transformations on
the patterns, the proposed method has reached the state-of-the-art
results among all the self-exemplar based SR methods. Wang et al.
[12] propose an ensemble based sparse coding network for singleimage super-resolution. Zhang et al. [13] attempt to fuse the brain
atlas from the high-thickness diagnostic MR images that are prevalent for clinical routines. By incorporating a novel super-resolution
strategy, as an extension of the conventional group-wise registration, the required atlas can be better constructed.
2.2. Face image super-resolution
Super-resolution of face images is slightly different than superresolution of general images because we can make more assumptions about the structure of the human face, and have face-speciﬁc
image priors. In their seminal work on super-resolution, Baker and
Kanade [3] abandon the Markov random ﬁelds (MRF) framework
for a more general Bayesian maximum a posteriori (MAP) formulation which is more suitable for synthesizing global textures as
with face images. They use a large number of training images to
compute a multi-resolution pyramid of features (such as Laplacian
and gradients features). Each level of the pyramid corresponds to
a different resolution that is obtained by reducing the original native full resolution. In testing, given an input low-resolution image, they populate the top of the pyramid of features (that they
call “the Parent Structure”), and for every pixel location, they exhaustively search (using the nearest-neighbor approach or gradient
descent) the training set for a pixel value that generates a similar
feature vector. Moreover, they use a Bayesian framework to incorporate more than one input low-resolution images. Assuming the
input images have been accurately aligned together (using control
points on the face or a registration method such as optical ﬂow),
the nearest-neighbor search is replaced by a MAP computation that
reﬂects the likelihood of observing several low-resolution pixel values and a prior on the high-resolution values.
Liu et al. [14] combine global parametric and local nonparametric models in a two-step statistical approach. They assume a high and low frequency mixture model, and for superresolution, the reconstructed low-frequency information is inferred
by a global linear model that learns the relationship between highand low-resolution images, while the reconstructed high-frequency
information is captured by learning the residual between the
original high-resolution and the super-resolution image using a
patch-based nonparametric Markov network. In [15], a simple
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principal component analysis (PCA)-based global approach has
been attempted. Given high-resolution training images, the authors
downsample them and build a PCA subspace of reduced-resolution
images, where they project the input low-resolution image to
obtain the PCA coeﬃcients. The authors then use those lowresolution induced coeﬃcients to reconstruct the high-resolution
equivalent face using the full-resolution eigenfaces. To make sure
that the ﬁnal reconstruction is “face-like”, they introduce artiﬁcial
constraints on the coeﬃcient values. These constraints are a function of the eigenvalues learned from the training of every principal
component.
Yang et al. [16] exploit the properties of sparse image representation for single-image super-resolution. Their patch-based
local approach simultaneously learns two distinct over-complete
dictionaries: one for high-resolution patches, and one for lowresolution ones. Given an input low-resolution patch, its sparse
representation in the low-resolution dictionary is used to recover
a high-resolution patch from the high-resolution dictionary. Local
consistency is achieved by requiring the patches to overlap
and requiring the high-resolution patches to agree on the overlapped area. In the speciﬁc case of face hallucination, a twostep approach is adopted, similar to previous methods. The
ﬁrst step is a global approach to reconstruct what they call a
“medium high-resolution” smooth face using non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [17], which is then enhanced with highfrequency information using the local patch-based approach that
makes use of the sparse feature extraction using the coupled dictionaries learned at the training stage. Another work
[18] also exploits sparsity. The basic idea in this work is
to use kernel ridge regression to learn the mapping between
high- and low-resolution images. To avoid blurring artifacts,
a post-processing step that relies on a prior model is employed.
Ma et al. [19] hallucinate the high-resolution image patch using the same position image patches of each training image. The
optimal weights of the training image position patches are estimated and the hallucinated patches are reconstructed using the
same weights. The ﬁnal high-resolution face image is obtained by
integrating the hallucinated patches.
Gao et al. [20] have proposed a locality-constrained double lowrank representation (LCDLRR) method to improve upon position
patch based face hallucination. LCDLRR tries to directly use the
image-matrix based regression model to compute the representation coeﬃcients to maintain face structural information. A lowrank constraint is imposed on the representation coeﬃcients to
adaptively select the training samples that belong to the same subspace as the inputs.
Jiang et al. [21] also try to improve upon the position patch
based face super-resolution approach by incorporating a locality
constraint into the least square inversion problem to maintain locality and sparsity simultaneously. This method is termed localityconstrained representation (LcR).
Jiang et al. [22] have proposed a coupled-layer neighbor embedding (CLNE) method which contains the LR and HR layer. The LR
layer models the local geometrical structure of the LR patch manifold which is characterized by the reconstruction weights of the
LR patches. The HR layer is the intrinsic geometry that can constrain the reconstruction weights geometrically. CLNE can achieve
a robust neighbor embedding by iteratively updating the LR patch
reconstruction weights and the estimated HR patch.
Huang and Wu [23] study the face image super-resolution problem under resource-limited environment. Their method utilizes
multiple local linear transformations (LLT) to approximate the nonlinear mapping between LR and HR images in the pixel domain.
The aﬃne transformations between LR and HR face patches are estimated from training examples and the LLT-based reconstruction

is achieved by applying the transformations to all patches of an LR
input image, followed by a reﬁnement step using the POCS algorithm.
Zeng et al. [24] expand the training data for improved facial image SR. Three constraints (the local structure constraint, the correspondence constraint, and the similarity constraint) are proposed
to generate new training data where local patches are expanded
with different parameters.
Huang et al. [25] have applied canonical correlation analysis
(CCA) to maximize the correlation between the local neighbor relationship of high and low resolution images. CCA is used separately
for reconstructing global face appearance as well as local facial details. An and Bhanu [26] instead propose to use 2D CCA for better
preserving the 2D structure of the faces.
Jiang et al. [27] have proposed a sparse representation based
noise robust super-resolution approach that incorporates smooth
prior to enforce similar training patches having similar sparse
coding coeﬃcients. The method fuses LASSO-based smooth constraint and locality-based smooth constraint to the least squares
representation-based patch representation for obtaining stable reconstruction weights especially when the noise level of the input
LR image is high.
Akyol et al. [28] present a face super-resolution method based
on generative models and utilizes both the shape and texture components. The main idea is that the image details can be synthesized by global modeling of accurately aligned local image regions.
In order to achieve suﬃcient accuracy in alignment, shape reconstruction is considered as a separate problem and solved together
with texture reconstruction in a coordinated manner.
Nguyen et al. [29] provide a comprehensive review of existing super-resolution approaches for biometric modalities, including
face (2D and 3D), iris, gait and latent prints (ﬁngerprint and palmprint) and other emerging modalities.
The aforementioned face image super-resolution techniques do
not tackle very challenging low-resolution cases, a moderate 4x
downsample factor can be found across the board [19–21,23–29],
with the exception of [22] which deals with 8x downsampling. Our
work instead takes on extremely low-resolution face images with
up to 16x downsample factor.
2.3. Deep learning based super-resolution
More recent advances for image super-resolution include deep
learning based approaches such as [30–34]. Dong et al. [30] have a
seminal work on image super-resolution using convolutional neural networks, which is termed SRCNN, and is later extended in [31].
This is the very ﬁrst attempt to tackle the image super-resolution
problem in an end-to-end learnable fashion. Kim et al. [32] come
up with an improved CNN-based SR solution by going deep (20
convolutional layers), and explicitly modeling the residual image.
Their method converges much faster than SRCNN by utilizing adjustable gradient clipping, and residual learning, and achieves better SR results. Another work by the same authors [33] explores
recursive ﬁltering in the deep convolutional neural networks. The
idea is to re-use the same ﬁlter over and over again on the feature
maps recursively before it gets updated, which essentially allows
many intermediate reconstruction outputs to be fused at the end.
In addition, skip connections are added so that each intermediate
stage gets a direct supervision signal, which makes the learning
more effective and less prone to gradient vanishing.
With the help of generative adversarial network (GAN), the
SRGAN [34] approach can achieve more photo-realistic 4x superresolution. The gist is that instead of minimizing some mean
squared loss between the super-resolved image and the groundtruth high-resolution image as commonly practiced, new adversarial loss and content loss are used. The adversarial loss is
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed SSR2 method.

attached to a deep CNN based discriminator network to differentiate between the super-resolved images and the original groundtruth high-resolution images and to push the solution to the natural image manifold, which is major merit of GAN-based approaches. The content loss ensures that deep features, say using
a VGG-19 network, match between the super-resolved and the
ground-truth images.
3. Feature extraction to recover missing resolutions
In this section, we present a simple global technique to achieve
face super-resolution by leveraging the ability of sparsity-based
methods to solve missing-data problems [35]. The ﬂowchart of the
proposed method is shown in Fig. 2. In a nutshell, we ﬁrst extract
shape-free representations from a set of high-resolution training
face images and formulate the pyramid representation. Then, these
pyramid shape-free representations will be used to train a dictionary for later sparse signal recovery. When a low-resolution face
image comes in, the extracted pyramid shape-free representation
will have missing pixels at higher resolution hierarchy. Through
sparse signal recovery and reconstruction using the full dictionary,
we can recover the corresponding high-resolution face image. We
will detail the involved components individually.
3.1. Subspace modeling to extract features stable under missing
dimensions
Global face super-resolution approaches are criticized for not
being able to render sharp edges and high-frequency information,
or that PCA-based methods often degenerate towards the mean
face. We disprove this common belief by individually detailing the
fundamentals of our technique. First, we note that the problem at
hand is a texture reconstruction problem. Hence, we need to decouple the shape information from the texture information.
3.1.1. A canonical shape-free representation for accurate texture
analysis
Super-resolution is principally a texture-driven problem, hence
it would be beneﬁcial for our data representation to contain mostly
texture features, isolated from the shape of the face. We deﬁne
“shape” by the x and y coordinates of a speciﬁc set of predeﬁned
landmarks on a face. This shape information is eliminated from
the data by enforcing all faces to adopt the same “mean” face
shape before modeling the subspace, i.e., all facial features, such
as eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth, etc., should have the same dimensions and locations in all faces. To accomplish this, a simple global

transformation such as aﬃne is insuﬃcient. We require a local approach, where every triangle bounded by any three control points
can be transformed independently.
In [36], a piece-wise linear warping scheme was introduced,
which could be used to warp all faces to a particular mean shape.
However, such an approach would introduce discontinuities and
other artifacts which would negatively impact the subspace modeling of the texture information. We choose to make use of an
eﬃcient 3D modeling technique called 3D generic elastic models
(3DGEM) [37], and construct a 3D generic structure [38]. We then
render all face textures with this common structure to normalize
the shape of the faces. A ﬂowchart of this technique is shown in
Fig. 3. This results in a completely shape-normalized face image,
with much smoother rendering free of high-frequency discontinuity artifacts [35]. In Fig. 4, we depict three frontal faces from the
MPIE database [39] with a traditional crop using eye coordinates
and their equivalent shape-free representation for comparison.1
Once we have transformed all of our training data using this
technique, we use the shape-normalized renders to construct a
texture-only subspace of the face. Since the purpose of the subspace is to represent the texture feature space accurately (rather
than to learn discriminative characteristics), simple representations such as singular value decomposition (SVD) [41], NMF [17],
clustering or other dictionary learning approaches such as K-SVD
[42] built from several thousands of face images transformed in
the shape-free domain are suﬃcient to capture the principal texture variation. In this paper, our framework allows for SVD-type
dictionaries for their sparse representation properties.

3.1.2. Super-resolution reformulated as a missing data challenge
The core of our resolution-enhancing technique consists of
modeling the relationship between high- and low-resolution face
images, and then, from an unseen low-resolution query face, infer
the high-resolution equivalent face. From this perspective, superresolution translates into missing data problem. To model the correlation between different resolutions, we build a multi-resolution
pyramid, similar to [3], and model its subspace. This pyramid will
enable us to avoid explicitly estimating the resolution-reduction
function or parameters of a point-spread-function. We represent
this high-dimensional multi-resolution subspace by a matrix D of

1
We noticed that commercial FR software behave erratically with this representation due to the edge introduced by the blank background [40]. This will be
the topic of investigation in a later publication. This observation motivated our approach for obtaining a sparse face representation that can be used for matching.
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Fig. 3. Canonical shape-free generation module for accurate texture analysis and reconstruction.

Fig. 4. Comparison between traditional face crop and shape-free representation.
The latter is essential for feature extraction in missing texture information scenario.

vectorized dictionary atoms and a mean vector m trained on a
Gaussian pyramid [43] of training images as follows:
Given a training image Ii in the canonical shape-free representation, the Gaussian pyramid G0 (Ii ), . . . , Gk (Ii ) for such an image
is depicted in Fig. 5. Following [43], the bottom level of the pyramid is the image itself, and every subsequent level is obtained by
Gi+1 (I ) = Reduce(Gi (I ) ) where the Reduce operator is deﬁned by
the following equation:

Reduce(I )[i, j] =

5 
5


w[m, n]I[2i + m, 2 j + n]

(1)

m=1 n=1

w, in this case, is a 5 × 5 low-pass Gaussian ﬁlter kernel. We
build the training subspace by concatenating the vectorized images
of all k + 1 levels into a single column. For testing, we assume we
only have access to the kth level of the pyramid of an unseen face
image. The active dimensions in this current “missing data” problem are the dimensions corresponding to the pixels of the input
low-resolution image. The missing dimensions are the dimensions
corresponding to the pixels of the images in the lower levels of the
pyramid. In the case where a medium-resolution image is available
(as is common in most super-resolution algorithms that rely on
Gaussian pyramids), the smaller levels of the pyramid can be populated, and the active dimensions become the top of the pyramid,
while the missing dimensions are at the bottom of the pyramid.
Let x be the vector of observed pixels of x, i.e., if  is a

d × d binary row selection matrix (d < d), then x = x. We need
to solve for the signal representation vector α, so in the case of
an overdetermined system (d > N), we can minimize the following
cost function J(α):



2

J(α ) = x − (Dα + m )

2

(2)

Setting the gradient ∇ J(α) w.r.t. α to zero we obtain:

αˆ lse ≈ (DT T D )−1 (DT T )(x − m )

(3)

As the number of missing dimension increases and d < N, the
left pseudo-inverse becomes infeasible. Alternatively, instead of
minimizing the least squares of the error vector, as in Eq. (2), we
can opt to minimize the following cost function:

minimize J (α ) = α2 subject to x = (Dα + m )

(4)

The Euclidean norm allows us to elegantly solve the equation using
Lagrange multipliers. Solving for the optimality conditions yields
the following answer:

αˆ mn ≈ (DT T )(DDT T )−1 (x − m )

Fig. 5. Depiction of a Gaussian pyramid of k + 1 levels for N + 1 face images in the
shape-free representation taken from the MPIE dataset.

(5)

ˆ mn represents the minimum-norm in 2 . We can
The vector α
assess the quality of the obtained feature vectors by visually
inspecting the quality of the reconstruction. Using the coeﬃcient vector we obtained, we can reconstruct the full pyramid
and extract whichever level of the pyramid we want following
ˆ mn + m.
xˆ mn = Dα
An alternative formulation to Eq. (5) is to consider the 1 norm
instead of the 2 norm. The standard 1 -minimization problem
solves the following convex program:

minimize J (α ) = α1 subject to x = (Dα + m )

(6)
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Fig. 6. The original signal x (a) and its frequency domain representation α (b). (a) also depicts the location of 50 samples.

Eq. (6), known as basis pursuit (BP) [44], ﬁnds the vector with

smallest 1 norm of vector α deﬁned as α1 = di=1 |αi |. In 1 minimization literature, underdetermined problems are usually the
norm rather than the exception, and N can largely exceed d .
Moreover, Eq. (6) is known to have a number of desirable attributes, such as its ability to return a sparse solution, and its
numerical stability. As will become evident in the following sections, we will heavily rely on these advantages to achieve robust
sparse feature extraction for both analysis and synthesis. As the
results in [45] show, if a suﬃciently sparse α0 exists such that
x = (Dα0 + m ), then Eq. (6) will ﬁnd it. In the presence of noise,
Eq. (6) becomes:

minimize α1 subject to

 

x − (Dα + m ) ≤ 
2

(7)

for a given  and is known as basis pursuit denoising (BPDN)
[46] in the signal processing community and Lasso [47] in the
ˆ 1 denote the solution we obtain
statistical community. Let α
from either Eqs. (6) or (7), and the corresponding synthesis
ˆ 1 + m. Compared to many greedy pursuit algovector xˆ 1 = Dα
rithms commonly used in 0 -based dictionary learning approaches
[48,49], the 1 -based method enjoys signiﬁcant improvement in
terms of learning eﬃciency. Compared to many 2 -based subspace
learning methods, the 1 -based method shows outstanding robustness towards noise and outliers.
3.2. Super-resolution from a signal processing and compressed
sensing perspective
From a signal processing perspective, our aim is to reconstruct a
signal from a number of samples much smaller than the Shannon–
Nyquist criterion for signal recovery. Compressed sensing (CS) theory established how 1 -minimization is able to recover the signal
from partial sampling, by exploiting one fundamental assumption:
that we have domain-speciﬁc knowledge of the signal being sampled. In our case, we know that the signal represents a face, and
that signal has a sparse expansion in some basis.
To illustrate this fundamental concept, we brieﬂy demonstrate
it on a toy example. The concept is to sample signiﬁcantly less than
the Nyquist criterion and yet recover the signal. Let x be a signal
synthesized by the addition of 4 complex sinusoids2 . Fig. 6(a) depicts x while its frequency domain representation, α, is shown in
Fig. 6(b).
We know that x = Dα where α is the Fourier coeﬃcients and
D is the Fourier basis dictionary.3 D in this case is an orthonormal
basis and ﬁnding α for a completely sampled signal x reduces to
a simple projection operation, given by Eq. (5). For the 2 formulation to work, Nyquist dictates that we need to sample at least
twice the highest frequency. However, in our super-resolution scenario, we can only observe a fraction of the samples. Assume we
observe only 50 out of the 10 0 0 samples (depicted in Fig. 6(a) by
the red circles), the 2 -minimum norm solution fails to recover the
2
assume x is of length N=10 0 0 and the generating frequencies are (10 Hz, 20 Hz,
35 Hz, 45 Hz) with respective amplitudes of (0.3 0.9 0.5 0.4).
3
D p,q = √1N e−2π jpq/N .

original frequencies that originally generated the signal x. Figs. 7(a)
and 7(b) depict the degenerate analysis and synthesis steps respectively.
The main reason why 2 -minimum norm failed is that D is
no longer orthogonal and there are many solutions that satisfy this
equation. On the other hand, by recognizing that α is sparse in the
Fourier domain and forcing a sparse solution via 1 -minimization,
we can accurately recover the frequencies and reconstruct the signal using Eq. (6) as shown in Fig. 7(c) and 7(d). This remarkable results of completely reconstructing a signal with just 5% of the samples is at the core of our super-resolution technique. We build a
multi-resolution face model where signals have an inherent sparse
expansion and use 1 -minimization to recover the entire original
signal.
Formally, assume that a vectorized image x of size d needs to
be recovered from d measurements (such that d  d). If we can
also assume x has a sparse linear expansion in a basis  such that
x = c and that c is S-sparse. Assume only d total measurements
of x are observed, where every measurement i is obtained by the
inner product of the ith row φi of a measurement matrix  with
the image, given by φi ,x . Thecoherence of the two bases, given
by μ(, ) = d · maxi,k  φi , ψ k , where ψ k is the kth column of
, was introduced in [50] to represent how “distant” the two basis
are from each other. It was shown in [50] that if d is greater than
μ(, ) · S · log (d), then 1 -minimization will recover the image x
with very high probability.
From this incoherence view of compressed sensing, we can justify why our derivation can recover the full multi-resolution pyramid. In our formulation, the sparse basis  is the matrix of SVD
dictionary atoms D. The image x has a fundamentally sparse basis expansion in D as most of the energy is concentrated in the
ﬁrst few dictionary atoms. The original measurement basis  is
the standard canonical basis. In the presence of missing pixels, the
measurement basis is represented by our indicator matrix . The
coherence between these two bases is minimal, and CS theory indicates that despite a signiﬁcant proportion of missing pixels, we
can still reconstruct the original image x using 1 -minimization
as we have shown. One could learn a purpose-speciﬁc dictionary
that might generate a better reconstruction, but an SVD-type dictionary offers a sparse enough representation that 1 -minimization
can recover. As for the mechanics of the 1 solver, there are several classes of algorithms that seek to solve Eq. (7). The intrinsic
details of speciﬁc solvers is beyond the scope of this paper, however, a solver based on the augmented Lagrangian method (ALM)
[51] has so far consistently outperformed other solvers for our
super-resolution application, and will be used for the remainder
of this study.
3.3. Super-resolution induced by sparse representation
The high-quality reconstructions achieved by 1 -minimization
on the occluded faces are signiﬁcant because, for super-resolution,
the reconstruction task is even more challenging. Comparatively, a
bigger proportion of the pixels is missing, and we need a method
that is able to ﬁt a signal representation vector from very few observed pixels and reconstruct the entire pyramid. In this section,
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Fig. 7. Analysis and synthesis results using 2 and 1 minimization respectively. The former fails with so few samples while the latter completely recovers the original signal.

Fig. 8. Mean square error between the reconstructed high-resolution face belonging to an unseen subject and the true high-resolution face produced by the 1 and 2
methods using an increasing number of subjects in the training subspace. (a), (b) and (c) show the MSE plots at different magniﬁcation factors.

we empirically show how sparsity is essential in achieving this
aim.
3.3.1. Robustness analysis
The main advantage of the sparse feature extraction method
over the 2 methods lies in its ability to ﬁnd and maintain a “good”
solution, regardless of the size of the training data. To illustrate
this concept, we build a multi-resolution subspace consisting of
an increasing number of training subjects, all different from the
test subject. We then solve for the coeﬃcients using the 1 and
2 methods starting from different levels of the pyramid, inducing
different magniﬁcation factors. Fig. 8 compares the mean squared
error (MSE) between the original and reconstructed images as the

number of training subjects increase. What we observe is that 1
achieves and maintains a consistently lower MSE regardless of the
number of training subjects in the subspace.
3.3.2. Sparsity analysis
The key observation to make is that 1 achieves a smoother
reconstruction because, when the number of missing dimensions
is high, it aggressively forces the coeﬃcient vector to be sparse.
To quantify this observation, Fig. 9(b) depicts the distributions of
coeﬃcient values for a given magniﬁcation ratio. The coeﬃcient
value histograms of 2 get wider and wider as the level of occlusion increases, which means that it is struggling to ﬁt a coeﬃcient vector that best explains the observed data. Fig. 9(b) plots the
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Fig. 9. Sparsity Analysis. Figure (a) plots the frequency of coeﬃcient values given a magniﬁcation factor for the different methods. Figure (b) plots the sparsity ratio or
percentage of null coeﬃcients as a function of the following magniﬁcation factors: 1x, 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, and 6x.

percentage of null coeﬃcients for the two methods as the magniﬁcation factor increase. This result suggests that 1 abstains from
assigning weights arbitrarily when the ﬁtting becomes challenging as a result of missing dimensions. This in return enables it
to maintain a natural looking reconstruction, because higher-order
dictionary atoms that represent mostly noise are not assigned a
heavier weight as the system becomes increasingly underdetermined.
For the remainder of the paper, we will drop the 2 methods and report results for the 1 only, which are consistently better.

3.4. Discussion
Our low-resolution parent-structure feature extraction step is
similar to the one described in [3], but unlike in [3], our method is
global and relies on the 1 -minimization to avoid degenerating towards a mean face. Unlike [15] where the coeﬃcient vector c is extracted by projecting on low-resolution eigenfaces and reconstructing using high-resolution eigenfaces (and which does not provide
any theory as to what ties the two subspaces together), our subspace learns the coupled high-and-low frequency from the training
Gaussian pyramids (or equivalent features) simultaneously. Consequently, our dictionary atoms are multi-resolution, hence no artiﬁcial constraints need to be introduced to guarantee a smooth facelike reconstruction.
More importantly, the simplicity of our method keeps it modular and allows for further improvements. For instance, it could replace the global reconstruction part of any two-step approach (e.g.,
[14,16]) which ﬁrst compute a rough global reconstruction and further enhance it with a slower and more specialized local patchbased algorithm. Similarly, the Gaussian pyramid-based subspace
could be augmented with any other features such as a Laplacian
pyramid or gradient-based features.
Readers are encouraged to check out an earlier work by Abiantun et al. [35], which is closely related to this paper. In [35], the
authors have proposed a missing data recovery paradigm for solving face pose correction problem. In our work, we are tackling the
super-resolution problem also from a missing data recovery point
of view. Although the underlying assumption is shared, these two
works take on very different computer vision problems (pose correction vs. super-resolution), and in order to be better suited for
the super-resolution task at hand, we have incorporated components and solutions that are unique to the super-resolution problem such as image pyramid representation in shape-free domain
for tackling various low-resolution cases, as well as an improved

3DGEM 3D modeling technique for handling low-resolution face
landmarking, etc.
4. Evaluation
4.1. Dataset
The training face images to be used in our experiments are
sourced from the following databases: (1) the CMU Multi-PIE
(MPIE) [39] database Sessions 2 and 3, (2) the Face Recognition
Grand Challenge (FRGC) ver2 [52] database, and (3) the FERET
[53] database.
The MPIE database [39] contains more than 750,0 0 0 images of
337 people recorded in up to four sessions over the span of ﬁve
months. Subjects were imaged under 15 view points and 19 illumination conditions (with 1 neutral as well) while displaying a range
of facial expressions. In our experiment, we will only use frontal
images with neutral illumination and expression.
The FRGC ver2 database [52] has three components: ﬁrst, the
generic training set is typically used in the training phase to extract features. It contains both controlled and uncontrolled images
of 222 subjects and a total of 12,776 images. Second, the target set
represents the people that we want to ﬁnd. It has 466 different
subjects and a total of 16,028 images. Last, the probe set represents the unknown images that we need to match against the target set. It contains the same 466 subjects as in target set, with half
as many images for each person as in the target set, bringing the
total number of probe images to 8014. All the probe subjects that
we are trying to identify are present in the target set. Images from
the three sets are mutually exclusive.
The FERET database [53] was collected in 15 sessions. The
database contains 1564 sets of images for a total of 14,126 images
that includes 1199 individuals.
We train our SSR2 model using a mixture of face images
from the aforementioned databases which amount to over 40,0 0 0
frontal face images. We call this mixture database SSR2-DB. The
testing face images are from the MPIE session 1, with nonoverlapping subjects distinct from the training stage.
4.2. Protocol
We evaluate the 1 reconstruction for global face hallucination
by downsizing the original MPIE session 1 images in the shape-free
domain. The original shape-free images provide an interocular distance (IOD) of 100 pixels, and when we reconstruct a lower resolution image, we recover that original size. We evaluate the quality
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Table 1
Summary of the average PSNR (dB) and average SSIM for different super-resolution techniques.
Bi-cubic
[7]
IOD
25 pix
12.5 pix
6.25 pix

B-spline
[8]

Lanczos3
[61]

Yang et al.
[16]

Kim et al.
[18]

SRCNN
[30]

SelfEx
[11]

SRGAN
[34]

Ours

24.32
20.66
8.46

24.53
20.77
17.84

24.37
20.57
17.66

24.48
20.71
17.90

24.51
20.62
17.77

24.82
20.78
17.95

32.80
28.97
26.33

0.7003
0.5576
0.4245

0.6958
0.5472
0.4158

0.6976
0.5541
0.4273

0.6986
0.5503
0.4231

0.7113
0.5560
0.4317

0.9184
0.8355
0.7584

Average PSNR (dB)
4x
8x
16x

24.21
20.59
8.47

24.23
21.04
19.14

Average Structural Similarity (SSIM)
25 pix
12.5 pix
6.25 pix

4x
8x
16x

0.6872
0.5480
0.1075

0.6889
0.5668
0.4847

0.6920
0.5530
0.1081

of our reconstruction for different magniﬁcation factors (different
k-levels of the Gaussian pyramid).
4.3. Metrics
The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is a common objective
image reconstruction quality metric typically used in denoising
and image/video compression applications [54–59]. As the MSE
approaches zero, the PSNR goes to inﬁnity. In lossy image/video
compression, the typical PSNR values range from 30 to 50 dB, and
anything below 20 dB is deemed unacceptable [60]. As is also
common, since the PSNR is a logarithmic scale, the average PSNR
reported was computed by ﬁrst measuring the average MSE and
then converting the average MSE to PSNR rather than averaging
PSNR values directly. The structural similarity (SSIM) is used here
as a secondary metric for completeness.
4.4. Benchmarks and super-resolution experimental results
We benchmark results against the best interpolation techniques,
such as bicubic polynomial interpolation [7] and Lanczos resampling [61] which uses a Lanczos kernel (a windowed sinc function)
to smoothly interpolate the value between samples. This latter
method is usually employed by most commercial photo displaying
software. We also benchmark against cubic B-spline interpolation
[8] which marginally outperforms traditional bicubic polynomial
interpolation. Table 1 summarizes the average PSNR and average
SSIM obtained for 249 reconstructions using the different methods.
We also benchmark our method for super-resolution against the
method in Yang et al. [16] (an implementation of the approach is
available [62]) since theoretically this approach is the closest to
ours. The differences are that our approach is global, and our dictionary is given by Gaussian-pyramid face model, while theirs is
twofold, one global based on NMF to generate a smooth intermediate face, and then an expensive local patch-based approach to
infer high-frequency information. The intermediate global face provides patches whose sparse representation (from a low-resolution
dictionary) is used to generate a high-resolution patch (using
the high-resolution dictionary, and both dictionaries are learned
jointly).4 Since their method is local patch-based, their storage requirement is much lower than our method, since they only need
to keep the two compact dictionaries. On the other hand, their
method is much slower because of the number of overlapping
patches it needs to process, while our method extracts the sparse
4
We retrained the method of [16] using the software made publicly available
by the ﬁrst author using different crops and different number of faces, and different dictionary sizes. The results we show use the following parameters: λ = 0.1,
10 0,0 0 0 patches, dictionary size = 1024, upscaling factor 2, patch size = 5, overlap
= 4, 10 0 0 shape-free tightly-cropped and registered training faces. The results reported were obtained without the use of their backprojection global method which
seemed to hurt the MSE of the reconstructed high-resolution face image.

representation once from the entire low-resolution face. Even
though their method marginally beats interpolation methods at 4x
magniﬁcation, it breaks down for lower input resolutions and returns a very blurry reconstruction.5
Next, we benchmark against the method of Kim et al. [18]. An
open-source implementation by the author is available [63]. However, we could not retrain their algorithm on face images only so
we used it as is. It is important to note that their magniﬁcation
factor was limited to 4x, so for higher magniﬁcation rates we ran
the algorithm successively twice to achieve higher magniﬁcations.
Moreover, we benchmark against recent deep learning based
SRCNN [30,31] method and SRGAN [34] method, as well as the self
exemplar (SelfEx) based [11] super-resolution method. SRCNN and
SelfEx methods have implementations by the authors available. SRGAN has third-party implementations available [64,65]. For the SRCNN, the scaling factor available is 2x, 3x, and 4x, so for our 8x
SR experiments, we perform 2x followed by 4x, and for 16x SR experiments, we perform 4x followed by 4x. The SRCNN is a patchbased deep learning algorithm, which is trained on 91 natural images with roughly 24,800 sub-images. In this work, we perform
ﬁne-tuning using face image patches on top of the original SRCNN
which is only trained on natural images. We use around 25,0 0 0
face image patches extracted from the SSR2-DB in the shape-free
domain, which is about the same number of patches used in the
original SRCNN training. For self exemplar based method, the highest scaling factor is 8x, so for our 16x magniﬁcation experiments,
we perform 2x followed by 8x. For the SRGAN, the original work
only deals with 4x scaling factor, and both 4x and 8x are dealt
with in [65]. So for our 4x and 8x SR experiments, we use the options provided as is, and for 16x SR experiments, we perform 4x
followed by 4x. The original SRGAN is trained on 350,0 0 0 images
from ImageNet database [66], and to make it better suited for our
tasks, we ﬁne-tune the SRGAN using the entire SSR2-DB database
with over 40,0 0 0 frontal face images in the shape-free domain.
The results tabulated in Table 1 represent the average PSNR
in dB and average SSIM produced by different magniﬁcation rates
(starting from different interocular distances) and for different
techniques. Visual results are shown in Fig. 10. As can be seen, the
proposed SSR2 method signiﬁcantly outperforms the other competing algorithms both qualitatively and quantitatively. It is worth
noting that although we have ﬁne-tuned the SRCNN using images
in the face domain, the algorithm is still not able to super-resolve
sharp images, especially when the zooming factor is large. For SRGAN, in lower magniﬁcation cases, faces are successfully superresolved, but the method is still limiting when dealing with larger
magniﬁcation factors. For self exemplar based method, it seems
that face images do not exhibit salient self exemplars under aﬃne

5
We tried different product of upscale ratios, for example to achieve 8x, upscale
with a factor of 2 three times, or with a factor of 4 followed by a factor of 2.
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Fig. 10. Super-resolution results on test faces. Each set of 8 columns depicts (L to R) input image, original face, our reconstruction, cubic B-spline [8] reconstruction, the
method of Yang et al. [16], SRCNN [30,31], self exemplar based (SelfEx) method [11], and SRGAN [34] method. The top four rows show 4x magniﬁcation results (25 pixels
IOD), middle four rows show 8x magniﬁcation results (12.5 pixels IOD), and the last four rows show 16x magniﬁcation results (6.75 pixels IOD).

transformations, which is quite different from images of man-made
objects and buildings in an urban environment [11].

Since n ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) the likelihood P(x|α) is also normally distributed with mean Dα and variance σ 2 :

4.5. Sensitivity to image noise

P ( x|α ) =

So far we have assumed that the input signal is noise-free. However, this is rarely the case when super-resolution is needed, as
low-resolution faces usually originate from poor quality surveillance cameras or video footage. In these cases, the signal will most
likely be contaminated with noise. One could ﬁrst denoise the image and then apply super-resolution. However, we can demonstrate
that our approach can intrinsically handle noise without an explicit denoising step. Let’s assume that our signal x = Dα + n is
corrupted with additive white Gaussian noise n (AWGN is white
noise with a constant spectral density and a Gaussian distribution of amplitude). Let the noise be normally distributed with zero
mean and variance σ 2 . Eq. (7), after dropping the indicator matrix
 for notational simplicity, can be reformulated using Lagrange
multipliers.

Combining Eqs. (12) and (11) back in Eq. (9) translates into
maximizing the sum of the exponents, or minimizing the negative
of the sum of the exponents:

arg min Dα − xα 22 + λα1
α

(8)

This in return corresponds to the traditional Bayesian formulation that seeks to maximize the posterior probability:

P (α|x ) =

P ( x|α )P ( α )
P (x )

(9)

which corresponds to solving the following MAP problem:

αˆ = arg max P (α )P (x|α )
α

(10)

where the prior P(α) is assumed to be Laplacian with location parameter 0 and scale parameter b given by:



1
α1
P (α ) =
exp −
2b
b

(11)

arg min
α

1
1
exp −
Dα − x22
2σ 2
2σ 2

1
Dα − x22 +
2σ 2

α1
b

(12)

(13)

Eq. (13) and (8) are identical for λ = σ 2 /b. This shows that our
technique is inherently a Bayesian approach that is designed to
handle noise by modeling the prior of the coeﬃcient vector α, assuming white Gaussian noise, and looking for the solution vector
that is optimal is the MAP-sense. λ controls the sparsity of the solution, so the sparser the model, the bigger σ 2 can be (assuming b
to be constant) which means the more noise in the data our model
assumes. Fig. 11 depicts noisy image super-resolution reconstruction. The images have been corrupted by the AWGN channel with
variance increasing by a factor of 10 in each case (σ 2 = 0.0 0 01,
0.001 and 0.001 respectively). The parameter ν that controls the
sparsity of the 1 solver has to be increased accordingly. We select the optimal ν by ﬁnding the optimal value with respect to reconstruction error on a validation set. As predicted by our above
calculation, those optimal values are greater by a factor of 10 each
time, conﬁrming our model.
This last analysis highlights the similarities between our
method and standard Bayesian super-resolution approaches [3,67–
70]. The most signiﬁcant contrast is that their methods operate
in pixel space (or a related space, such as Laplacian or gradient features), while we use an SVD dictionary of a shape-free
Gaussian pyramid representation. Moreover, our smoothness prior
is an 1 -based measure which prevents the reconstruction from
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Fig. 12. Sensitivity of the technique to artiﬁcially induced landmarking errors, for
the magniﬁcation factors of 4x, 8x and 16x.

Fig. 11. Noise Tolerance. Reconstruction with 8x magniﬁcation, starting from an interocular distance of 12.5 pixels. The low-resolution images were corrupted with
AWGN of increasing variance.

degenerating towards the average face, which is often the case in
traditional Bayesian super-resolution techniques.
4.6. Sensitivity to landmarking noise
Another common source of signal noise is introduced by the
reliance of the proposed technique on landmarking errors [71,72].
Our experiments have shown that even among human annotated
images, the expected amount of variation in the ﬁducial point locations is around −3 dB. To evaluate the impact of such noise on
the system, we perturbed the manually labeled landmarks with
artiﬁcial AWGN of increasing level and computed the impact on
the reconstructed faces as PSNR. The result of this experiment is
shown in Fig. 12.
Naturally, the introduction of landmarking noise results in an
expected reduction in the PSNR of the resulting super-resolution,
regardless of the scale of the resolution. Crucially, we observe a
graceful degradation in the system performance with increasing
noise, and the decrease is minimal up to −5 dB which represents
a signiﬁcant perturbation in the landmarks that is perceptually
worse than a bad human input. As the amount of noise increases,
we note that lower resolutions are affected less by the introduced
noise, perhaps due to the limited impact of this landmarking error
on the already poor textural quality of the image. We ﬁnd that at
approximately −11 dB of noise (which is unrealistic in most realworld applications) the impact on the resulting texture perturbation in higher resolutions (4x, 8x) causes the PSNR to drop signiﬁcantly. However, the low-resolution (16x) result is still stable.
4.7. Face recognition with super-resolution
The MSE, PSNR, and SSIM metrics quantify the faithfulness of
the reconstruction to the original face. Our next experiment measures how much of the discriminating information of the original

face the reconstruction retains. For that, we set up a simple face
matching experiment, and measure the veriﬁcation rate at different magniﬁcation levels, summarized by the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves in Fig. 13. The gallery set consists of
the original high-resolution MPIE session 1 shape-free faces, while
the query set contains 341 subjects with 104 of them seen in
the gallery set (same subjects, but different images as they originate from MPIE session 2) while the rest of them are unseen in
the gallery set (a mix of MPIE session 2, session 3, and FERET
[53] faces). The input query face images have been downsized to
provide 25, 12.5 and 6.25 pixels between the eyes and then reconstructed to the original 100 pixels between the eyes, to provide
the magniﬁcation ratios of 4, 8 and 16 respectively. Normalized cosine distance [73–77] is the metric used for the simple matcher.
Fig. 13 shows that 1 sparse representation recovery yields hallucinated faces with 4x magniﬁcation that offer the same discrimination between faces as the original high-resolution images. Naturally the ROCs drop for high magniﬁcation ratios, but the relative
drop for our method is signiﬁcantly less than for naive interpolation using cubic B-spline [8].
4.8. Occlusion robust super-resolution
Degradations such as low-resolution and facial occlusions usually come in a bundle. It is desirable for a super-resolution algorithm to be able to handle occlusion removal as well. Due to the
formulation of the proposed algorithm, where the super-resolution
task is cast as a missing data challenge, the same algorithm, in nature, can simultaneously deal with occlusion removal as well. The
only thing required by the algorithm is a user-speciﬁed binary occlusion mask which translates to a binary row selection matrix
occlusion . By taking the Hadamard product ◦ between occlusion
and the original super-resolution binary row selection matrix 
as used in Eq. (2), we obtain a new binary row selection matrix multitask that captures both the missing data from the superresolution task as well as the occlusion removal task

multitask = occlusion ◦ 

(14)

Since other competing algorithms cannot deal with superresolution and occlusion removal simultaneously, we only some
qualitative results in Fig. 14. The multitask results are obtained
from two artiﬁcially added facial occlusions on the same face image, at the same extremely low resolution (16x case), as can be
seen in Fig. 14(a) and 14(d). User-speciﬁed occlusion masks are
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Fig. 13. Effect of super resolution on cross-session matching. The gallery images are 249 full-resolution face images from MPIE session 1. The query images are 341 reconstructed super-resolution images from MPIE sessions 2, 3 and FERET. 104 of test subjects are seen in the gallery set. Our face hallucination method handles the drop
in resolution much more gracefully than bicubic interpolation. With an input resolution of 25 pixels between the eyes, our super-resolution technique fares as well as the
original high-resolution in this face veriﬁcation experiment. Here the interpolation method is cubic B-spline [8].

provided to the algorithm and are visualized in Fig. 14(b) and
14(e). The simultaneous super-resolution and occlusion removal recoveries are shown in Fig. 14(c) and 14(f). When the occlusion is
relatively small (Fig. 14(a)), the recovered face shows pretty high
visual ﬁdelity. When the occlusion is relatively large (Fig. 14(d)),
the proposed algorithm is still able to recover a visually pleasing facial image, with details well preserved especially in the eye
region since it is the only region visible in the occluded lowresolution image.
4.9. Discussion
Eﬃciency: As we have discussed in Section 3 and depicted in
Fig. 2, the potential computation bottleneck of the proposed SSR2
method during testing (e.g., deployed for real-world application)
lies in (1) getting the shape-free representation and (2) getting the
sparse coeﬃcient vector through pursuit algorithms such as BP and
BPDN that are based on 1 minimization.
As we have discussed in Section 3.1.1, we rely on an eﬃcient
3D modeling technique called 3DGEM [37] for obtaining the shapefree representations of any given face. The 3DGEM method itself is
real-time, and it only requires CPU computation. A recent followup work [78] of 3DGEM can achieve much faster 3D face modeling (faster than real-time) using GPU. This method uses 3D spatial transformer networks with thin plate spline (TPS) warping to
generate both a 3D model of the face and accurate 2D landmarks
across large pose variation.
As we have discussed in Section 3.2, we use the augmented Lagrangian method (ALM) [51] for solving the 1 minimization problem in Eq. (7). When evaluated on a 3.40 GHz Intel Core i7-4770
CPU, the ALM takes around 0.1 s. for each sparse signal recovery.

Other components in the SSR2 method are mainly linear algebra operations which are not computationally expensive. Therefore, the SSR2 approach as a whole is a fairly eﬃcient face superresolution algorithm when deployed for real-world applications.
The role of deep learning: Here, we want to brieﬂy discuss
whether deep learning techniques can be combined with the proposed method for obtaining even better performance. Shallow
methods such as the one presented in this work can effectively
handle constrained problems without too much variation, although
we have demonstrated some level of robustness towards noise and
misalignment. On the other hand, deep learning methods are very
well suited for handling unknown variations such as pose, illumination, and expression etc., as well as unknown degradations such
as noise and occlusion. One way to combine deep learning with
the proposed method is to apply deep learning-based normalization technique as a pre-processing step to normalize and pose, illumination, expression, etc., and remove various degradations, so
that the subsequent super-resolution on faces with extreme low
resolutions can perform well, especially for less constrained realworld scenarios.
5. Application to a real-world scenario
The face recognition results of the previous section use downsampled versions of high-quality images to simulate lack of resolution. In this section, we show that our method generalizes
to real-world grainy and low-quality surveillance images, where
super-resolution will most likely be applied and can have its
biggest impact. In the wake of the tragic terrorist bombing that
hit the 2013 edition of the Boston Marathon, we got to test our
super-resolution technique on real-world surveillance footage that
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Fig. 14. (a,d) Low-resolution face with small and large occlusion respectively; (b,e) user-speciﬁed occlusion masks; (c,f) super-resolution recovery (16x) with occlusion
removal capability.

Fig. 15. Left: Immediate aftermath of the ﬁrst blast (within 10 s)[84]. Right: The
blasts occurred close to the ﬁnish line (yellow) along the marathon course (dark
blue), with the ﬁrst blast being closer to the ﬁnish [84] (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.).

was made available by the FBI in their hunt for the suspects [1].
The CMU super-resolution enhanced image of the bombing suspect
was sent over to the FBI at late night of April 18, 2013, as the event
was unfolding. It was before the authorities have positively identiﬁed the Dzokhar brothers. Our involvement in the identiﬁcation
of the Boston Marathon bombing suspects was later reported by
Miles O’Brien in a documentary by PBS NOVA: “Manhunt: Boston
Bombers” [79–81] with excerpts in Fig. 17.
During the annual Boston Marathon on April 15, 2013, two pressure cooker bombs exploded at 2:49 p.m. EDT near the ﬁnish line,
killing 3 spectators and injuring 264 others. The immediate scene
after the ﬁrst blast and the locations of two blasts are shown in
Fig. 15. At April 18, 2013, 5:00 p.m. EDT, the FBI released surveillance video6 and photographs of two suspects in the bombing case,
as shown in Fig. 18 [1], along with the wanted posters shown in
Fig. 16(a) and 16(b), according to FBI updates [83]. In Fig. 18, the
only usable image is Image #11 (oﬃcially referred to as “hand-byear-circled” by the FBI), but still, it is of poor quality with low resolution, off-angle pose, and occlusions. At April 19, 2013, 8:20 a.m.
EDT, suspect No.2 was positively identiﬁed as shown in Fig. 1(d).

6

The extremely low frame rate of the surveillance camera footage has rendered
gait-based recognition method [82] useless.

Fig. 16. FBI wanted posters for two suspects released on April 18, 2013.

There are more than 15 h gap between the initial photo release
from the FBI till the ﬁnal positive identiﬁcation of suspect No.2,
and during which one MIT police oﬃcer was shot dead by the suspect, followed by a carjacking. Should the suspects be sooner identiﬁed by facial recognition technology, these further tragedy might
be avoided. It is the suspects’ aunt who identiﬁed the brothers, not
automated facial recognition systems. The current facial recognition system in place cannot handle unconstrained facial recognition scenario well, such as low resolution, off-angle pose, occlusions, etc. Given images of challenging quality like the ones shown
in Fig. 18, the technology simply cannot return a high-conﬁdence
match due to the non-ideal quality of the query image, even
though the photos of two suspects are all in government database
in controlled enroll environment and available on social media.
5.1. Our single-image super-resolution enhancement
As seen in Fig. 18, all of the surveillance images released that
day except two are useless for face recognition as a very small
portion of the face is visible. Of the two remaining images, one
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Fig. 17. Excerpts from the documentary by PBS NOVA: “Manhunt: Boston Bombers”
reported by Miles O’Brien.

Fig. 18. FBI release on Thursday, April 18, 2013 showing all images that were obtained by the FBI from store-owned and public surveillance cameras.

was a full proﬁle, so we used the last remaining image which depicted the suspect in a near-frontal viewpoint.
However, this original face in Fig. 18 (Image #11), as released
by the FBI, presents approximately the equivalent of 7 usable pixels between the eyes. As can be seen, this particular degradation is
more of a super-resolution recovery problem, rather than an occlusion removal problem such as recovering the full face image from
a masked subject [49,85–87]. Although the proposed SSR2 method
is able to handle both degradation s simultaneously as shown in
Section 4.8, we did not provide occlusion mask in our effort to
recover the Boston Marathon bomber face image for the reason
discussed above. Using this face as input, we can hallucinate the
high-resolution image shown in Fig. 1(c). This was the enhanced
image sent over to the authorities on the night of April 18, 2013 as
the event was unfolding. Some manual preprocessing of the image
was required to generate this image, especially for registration to
properly align the image prior to enhancing the resolution. We also
compare and match against a high-resolution mugshot-style face
image of the suspect after he was identiﬁed and apprehended.
The hallucinated face in Fig. 1(c) bears a subtle but certain resemblance to the positively identiﬁed high-resolution face. To measure this similarity, we set up the following experiment: the positively identiﬁed photo of suspect No.2 (Fig. 1(d)) is included in
the gallery set, along with one million mugshot images obtained
from the Pinellas County Sheriff’s Oﬃce (PCSO). Our enhanced image seen in Fig. 1(c) is the query image. This experiment aims to
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Fig. 19. Retrieval results when incrementally considering soft-biometrics attributes
such as gender, ethnicity, facial hair, and age. Both the ranking and the corresponding pool sizes are shown. With all factors considered, we can locate the subject at
rank 20.

simulate the automated facial matching procedure where only the
unconstrained facial image of suspect No.2 (Fig. 18 Image #11) is
available to the law enforcement. The purpose is to show how our
enhancement and matching algorithm could have helped law enforcement to narrow down the search pool by retrieving the suspect from a fairly large pool with high retrieval ranking. As a comparison, Boston’s city population in 2012 was 636,479 [88], much
smaller than this gallery dataset.
The developed matching algorithm used is based on our KCFA
algorithm [89] which ranked #1 in NIST’s Face Recognition Grand
Challenge (FRGC) [52,90] and trained on 12,776 face images of only
222 subjects from the generic training set of the FRGC database
[91–94]. None of the one million gallery mugshot faces are included in this training set. To further mimic real-world police investigation scenarios, we narrow down the search space by considering available soft-biometric information [95], such as gender,
ethnicity, facial hair, age, etc. All this information was available to
the FBI from witness testimony and other images of the scene.
Fig. 19 depicts our initial results and the improvement in identiﬁcation results due to taking into account soft-biometric information. When disregarding matches that belong to the wrong ethnicity, gender, facial hair presence and age bracket, the enhanced
image of the suspect was a top 20 match.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have outlined a novel super-resolution
technique that we have shown to be effective in extreme low resolution imagery, able to achieve 16x resolution recovery of faces,
which is signiﬁcantly more than what has been demonstrated in
the literature thus far. Our technique is based on reformulating
the super-resolution problem as a missing data challenge, and
we borrow ideas from compressed sensing to solve it. The reason
we can sample signiﬁcantly below Nyquist frequency and still
recover the original signal stems from domain-speciﬁc knowledge
of the low resolution signal. By employing an appropriate basis
where our signal can be sparsely represented, we can recover this
feature representation robustly and consistently using sparse recovery optimization techniques such as 1 -minimization. We have
benchmarked our method against ground-truth data and showed
its effectiveness in reconstruction, and we have also demonstrated
that this sparse feature recovered representation holds well in face
recognition experiments. Moreover, the proposed super-resolution
algorithm is, in nature, capable of simultaneous facial occlusion removal, a desirable property that other super-resolution algorithms
do not possess. We have analyzed it on a real-world scenario, the
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Boston Marathon bombing incident, and found that it could have
been useful in identifying one of the suspects out of a database
of a million mugshots. In this era where deep learning is the de
facto panacea to all computer vision problems, we demonstrate in
this paper that traditional method involving subspace modeling,
sparse representation, and shape-free face pyramid can perform
advantageously compared to more convoluted methods for face
super-resolution problems with extreme low resolutions. In the
future, we plan to extend this technique by incorporating tolerance
to pose, occlusion and other degradations observed in real-world
challenges that law enforcement can face.
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Defense. He has authored and co-authored over 170 journal and conference publications, including several book chapters in the area of Biometrics and served as the
area editor of the Springer’s Encyclopedia of Biometrics. He helped co-develop the
IEEE Certiﬁed Biometrics Professional (CBP) program and was on the main steering committee of the IEEE CBP program. His achievements include leading the R&D
in CMU’s past participation at NIST’s Open Face Recognition Grand Challenge 2005
(CMU ranked #1 in Academia and Industry at hardest experiment #4) and also in
NIST’s Iris Challenge Evaluation (CMU ranked #1 in Academia and #2 against iris
vendors) - his group was the only one to attempt both challenges. Prof. Savvides is
listed in Marquis Who’s Who in America and in Marquis’ Who’s Who in Science &
Engineering. He has ﬁled over 20 patent applications in area of Biometrics and is
the co-recipient of CMU’s 2009 Carnegie Institute of Technology (CIT) Outstanding
Research Award.

